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ABSTRACT
Mental health disorders are a leading cause of disability worldwide. Although evidence-based psychotherapy is effective, engagement from such programs can be low. Mobile apps have the potential to help engage and support people in their therapy. We developed Pocket Skills, a mobile web app based on Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT). Pocket Skills teaches DBT via a conversational agent modeled on Marsha Linehan, who developed DBT. We examined the feasibility of Pocket Skills in a 4-week field study with 73 individuals enrolled in psychotherapy. After the study, participants reported decreased depression and anxiety and increased DBT skills use. We present a model based on qualitative findings of how Pocket Skills supported DBT. Pocket Skills helped participants engage in their DBT and practice and implement skills in their environmental context, which enabled them to see the results of using their DBT skills and increase their self-efficacy. We discuss the design implications of these findings for future mobile mental health systems.
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INTRODUCTION
Mental health disorders are a leading cause of disability and death worldwide. Approximately 18% of US adults suffer from a mental illness in a given year [59], and suicide is the 10th leading cause of death in the US [26]. Mental illness costs the US an estimated $193.2 billion per year [27]. Although evidence-based psychotherapy is often effective [78], an estimated 1 in 5 adults in outpatient psychotherapy quits treatment prematurely [60]. Increasing engagement in mental health treatments is therefore essential to helping people learn how to cope with symptoms associated with their psychological disorders [5, 22, 23, 49, 50].

Technology-delivered mental health treatments have the potential to reduce barriers and increase engagement in mental health treatments. As technology-delivered treatments are constantly available to anyone with an Internet connection [64], issues surrounding time and monetary costs of attending in-person therapies can be mitigated [1]. Furthermore, as interventions through technological devices offer anonymity, people may be more comfortable providing reliable and honest disclosure [29, 30, 45]. People with mental health disorders are interested in mental health apps: in a study of 176 people with depressive symptoms who were on a waiting list to participate in a mobile mental health study, more than a quarter had mental health or wellness apps on their phones [67]. Unfortunately, commercially available mental health apps are often unreliable, with only 10% of apps aimed at supporting therapies for depression meeting evidence-based principles [33].

Given the promise of technology-delivered mental health treatments, the HCI community has begun to investigate how to implement such treatments. For example, recent work has explored how technology can support people with specific psychological disorders (e.g., bipolar disorder [5], depression [22], schizophrenia [6]). To encourage adherence and decrease attrition, technology must be engaging enough for people to use it [5, 22, 23, 49, 50]. Conversational agents may promote engagement [8, 25, 35], and relatable examples can help people learn and apply knowledge [23]. Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) apps that implement these principles demonstrate promising results (e.g., [25, 37, 62]). However, although CBT is effective for low-risk individuals with single disorders [15], the effects of CBT are attenuated for patients with higher clinical complexity (i.e., those at risk for suicide who meet criteria for multiple disorders) [19, 32]. Research into technology to support people with high clinical complexity remains limited.

We contribute Pocket Skills, a mobile web app designed to support Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT). DBT was developed for people with complex, difficult-to-treat disorders and suicidal behavior, and is designed to support people in developing skills to help them maintain positive relationships, control their emotions, and practice mindfulness for acceptance and stress relief, regardless of their particular disorders [41, 42]. Pocket Skills offers holistic support of DBT, including goal setting, educational components, skill practice, and self-tracking of positive and negative moods and behavior. Pocket Skills is a multi-media app that includes audio, images, and videos to teach the principles and skills...
associated with DBT. People interact with the app through a conversational agent called eMarsha, based on Dr. Marsha Linehan, the creator of DBT [41]. Pocket Skills was iteratively developed by an interdisciplinary team of HCI experts, clinical psychologists, and mobile app developers and designers.

To assess the feasibility of Pocket Skills, we conducted a 4-week field study with 73 participants. We assessed participant symptoms via weekly evaluations of the PHQ-9, which assesses depression symptoms [40], and the OASIS, which assesses anxiety [58], as well as intake and exit evaluations of the DBT Ways of Coping Checklist, which assesses how frequently people use DBT skills versus dysfunctional coping skills [56]. We also conducted an extensive exit survey with open-ended questions about participant experiences with Pocket Skills to gather feedback. We find significant improvements across all measures throughout the study, illustrating promising preliminary outcomes when the app was used by people enrolled in psychotherapy. We further contribute a model based on qualitative findings concerning how participants felt Pocket Skills supported DBT. Pocket Skills engaged people in DBT and helped them learn skills and implement them in context, when they most needed them. People were then able to see concrete results of implementing DBT skills and increase their self-efficacy to improve their mental health.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
We describe Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT) and review related work in designing tools to support mental health.

Dialectical Behavioral Therapy
Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT) was developed by Dr. Marsha Linehan to treat complex behaviors associated with high emotion dysregulation [41]. DBT is the gold standard treatment for individuals with borderline personality disorder (BPD) [43], and DBT skills have been shown to improve their suicidal and self-injurious behavior, expressions of anger, and interpersonal problems [55]. Since its development, DBT has been also been successfully applied to people with addictive behavior, eating disorders, and mood disorders [21].

DBT skills training contains four modules: Mindfulness, Emotion Regulation, Distress Tolerance, and Interpersonal Effectiveness. DBT skills are designed to help people learn effective ways to solve problems and cope with negative events and emotions. For example, Mindfulness skills teach individuals methods to accept the moment without judgment. Emotion Regulation skills are designed to help people understand and change their emotional states. Distress Tolerance skills give people specific healthy alternatives to unhealthy behaviors; for example, rather than self-harming, people can take a cold shower or gently snap a rubber band on their wrist. By learning specific skills that can replace unhealthy behaviors and implementing those skills in context, people can start to better navigate negative circumstances. Traditionally, people enrolled in DBT practice their skills using worksheets [42]. Pocket Skills includes modules for Mindfulness, Emotion Regulation, and Distress Tolerance, and adds a module for Addiction Skills to help people with addictive behaviors overcome their addictions.

Standard DBT consists of individual and group therapy, in which people learn about the skills and discuss their positive and negative emotions and behaviors, as well as problems they have recently experienced. DBT also often includes phone coaching, in which people can call their therapist in moments of high distress to receiving coaching through the moment. Although these sessions help people learn skills and cope with extreme situations, people need to practice and implement those skills into their everyday life to improve their overall coping [55]. We developed Pocket Skills to help people remember their skills, practice them regularly, and implement them in their lives.

Tools to Support Mental Health Treatment
Prior research has investigated the use of mobile apps to support mental health via a wide range of methods. Using gamification to associate images of self-harm with negative feelings via Pavlovian conditioning has helped decrease self-injurious behavior [28]. Research has investigated modeling or predicting mental health through mobile phone sensors (e.g., [7, 80]) and social media posts (e.g., [4, 17, 20, 47]). Computerized systems designed to support Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy (CBT) through education, skills practice, and communication channels between the patient and therapist have been found to help lower attrition [22] and reduce depressive symptoms [37]. Similarly, the MONARCA system provides self-assessments, visualizations of progress, and suggestions of possible actions to take, and was shown to help people with bipolar disorder adhere to their CBT [5]. Computerized CBT without therapist support can also reduce depressive symptoms (e.g., [11, 62]), and a suite of skills-based apps has been shown to reduce depression and anxiety [51]. Our work builds upon this research to determine the feasibility of using a mobile app to support DBT, a skill-based transdiagnostic treatment (i.e., one effective for a range of disorders) for people with high clinical complexity and severity [41]. Pocket Skills includes education, skills practice, and self-assessment to more fully support DBT and help people better engage with their psychotherapy.

Prior work has also examined how technology could support DBT skills practice. DBT Coach, the first app to examine adjunct DBT, is designed to augment skills generalization by providing constantly-available, interactive walk-throughs of DBT skills [63, 66]. Similarly, the Virtual Hope Box is a mobile app designed for people with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) that includes sections for support, comfort, distraction, and relaxation [13], similar to the mindfulness and distress tolerance skills found in Pocket Skills. The Virtual Hope Box was found to increase self-efficacy over a 12-week study [14]. In participatory design studies with people with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) [74] and people who self-harm [10], participants designed physical artifacts to support DBT Distraction and Mindfulness skills. Pocket Skills takes a holistic approach to DBT support by including education about the different modules and skills as well as support for in-the-moment skill practice, to help people bridge the gap between learning and practicing skills and actually implementing those skills in their everyday lives.

For a mental health app to be effective, it must be engaging enough to encourage people to use it [5, 22, 23, 49, 50]. One
The home page allows people to choose the module they want to explore. eMarsha, the app's persona, offers encouragement. Each module includes an introduction that explains the goals of the module, as well as module-specific skills. Videos of Marsha Linehan, the inventor of DBT, help explain the content, increase engagement, and build eMarsha's persona. The conversational interface walks people through the content to foster comprehension and active participation in the skills.

POCKET SKILLS DESIGN
Pocket Skills was designed by an interdisciplinary team of clinical psychologists, human-computer interaction experts, and mobile app designers and developers. The content is based on Dr. Marsha Linehan’s DBT Skills training manual and workbooks [42], and includes educational videos narrated by Linehan herself. This content was licensed to us by Dr. Linehan for use in Pocket Skills. Prior to the feasibility study we present next, we conducted a pilot study in which we presented early iterations to 13 people who were enrolled in DBT to assess usability and inform iterative design.

Pocket Skills is web-based, but designed for mobile devices; we chose this method rather than a native app environment to allow access across platforms. We decided to format for mobile devices to increase availability: people can use Pocket Skills whenever they have their mobile phones and an Internet connection. As cell phone ownership among mental health patients approximately equals cell ownership in general [16], designing for mobile screens also gives us the potential to reach the majority of mental health patients. However, the fact that Pocket Skills is web-based means it does require an Internet connection to access the app content. Pocket Skills is hosted via Microsoft Windows Azure, as is the database storing app content and user data. Pocket Skills is accessed via an activation code and secure sign in.

App Flow
The home page, or “Hub”, of Pocket Skills displays the supported DBT modules: Mindfulness, Emotion Regulation, Distress Tolerance, and Addiction Skills (Figure 1a). Before accessing the modules, people must first complete the “Basics” section, which walks people through the format of Pocket Skills and helps them set their DBT goals. Each module contains separate pages to introduce people to the module and the skills that module contains (e.g., Figure 1b). The module introduction consists of a high-level description, often including videos describing the goals of the module and explanations of what that module can help with (e.g., Figure 1c). After describing the module, the introduction asks people how they think it will help them and walks them through setting module-specific goals. For example, someone using the Emotion Regulation module may have the goal of decreasing the frequency of unwanted emotions. After the introduction, people can learn about and practice the module-specific skills (e.g., Figure 1d). These skills cannot be accessed until the introduction has been completed.

In addition to the modules, Pocket Skills includes a “diary card” where people can record the emotions they experienced each day on a scale from one to ten, as well as the time in which they engaged in specific positive and negative behaviors. For familiarity reasons, the Pocket Skills diary card is modeled on the paper diary cards often used in DBT to encourage mindfulness and track progress over time [41]. People select the behaviors they wish to track in the “Basics” section.
People earn points when they practice a skill, fill out a diary card, or complete a module. Originally, points were included to encourage continued use of the app, and did not have any other use. However, participants in our pilot study suggested that we develop extra content that people could access when they accumulated enough points. We therefore implemented a virtual store that contains guided meditations narrated by Dr. Linehan that people can purchase with the points they earn.

Pocket Skills includes daily text messages to remind people to engage with the app. Text messages are sent in the morning to encourage participants to think about DBT and apply their DBT skills throughout the day. The texts link to Pocket Skills so people can access the app directly from the message. As repetitive messages can quickly bore recipients, diversifying health-related messages is important to increase activity completion [38]. Pocket Skills messages are therefore selected from an extensive list to ensure variability between messages.

Interface Design
Pocket Skills consists of a conversational interface in which the conversational agent (eMarsha) walks people through the content via a text-like interface (Figures 1c and 1d). We decided on a conversational interface to help people feel more engaged with the app: by having people actively participate in conversations, rather than passively reading information, the user experience more closely resembles therapy than traditional DBT skills practice worksheets. People can choose their avatar, but the conversational agent is always an image of Dr. Marsh Linehan. We decided to model our conversational agent on Dr. Linehan for a number of reasons. For one, as she narrated the instructional videos, using her as the conversational agent provided a sense of continuity and cohesiveness. Rather than being a collection of instructional media aimed to help people learn about and implement DBT skills, the app feels like a single entity supporting the person through the development of their DBT skills. In addition, since Dr. Linehan developed DBT, people in DBT tend to be familiar with her. We hoped using her image as the conversational agent would therefore foster trust in the content.

Although the majority of the participants in our pilot study liked the conversational interface, many wanted a faster way to access the skills once they had learned about them. We therefore added a Skill Practice section, which allows people to select the skill they want to practice from a full list of skills, rather than going through a module. This section enables people to access a particular skill in the moment they need it, without the delay of the introductory material. Having the full list of skills also helps people remember all their skill options.

STUDY METHOD
To determine the feasibility of using Pocket Skills to support therapy, we conducted a 4-week field study. Our protocol was reviewed and approved by our Institutional Review Board.

Recruitment
Participants were recruited via a DBT listserve. Participants needed to be enrolled in psychotherapy for the duration of the study, and agreed to go to their primary therapist for any questions or concerns about their health or the activities in which they participated for the study. Participants also needed to own a smartphone, have a US phone number, and be willing to receive daily text messages. Study participation required consenting to the study, completing an intake survey, and logging into the app within a week of receiving login instructions. 84 people enrolled in the study. We report on data from 73 participants (Table 1), as 11 dropped out over the course of the study. These 11 participants did not explain their decision to drop out. The majority of participants were female, which reflects the fact that women are more likely to be diagnosed with BPD (although prevalence is now thought to be approximately equal) [68], and are more likely to seek therapy for BPD [31] and in general [77].

Procedures
The intake survey consisted of questions about participant demographic information and three clinical scales: the OASIS, which assesses anxiety [58]; the PHQ-9, which assesses clinical depression [40]; and the DBT Ways of Coping Checklist (“DBT WOCC”), which assesses frequency of coping via DBT skills use, general dysfunctional strategies, and blaming others [56]. Participants were then emailed an activation code, as well as instructions on how to log into Pocket Skills.

Throughout the study, participants received text messages every morning to encourage app use. Participants were randomized into two messaging groups. One group received semi-personalized messages, which reminded them of their goals, their progress in the app, and skills they had done (e.g., “One of your mindfulness goals is to reduce pain, tension, and stress! Keep practicing mindfulness skills!”). We describe these messages as “semi-personalized” because we did not use machine learning to further tailor the messages to the participant, as prior work has done (e.g., [35, 61]). The other group received non-personalized messages, which described app features (e.g., “The ‘Practice Skills’ section gets you to the skills ASAP!”). Prior research suggests text messages are better received when the content is personalized [52, 63], and that personalized messages can support reduced drinking [53] and smoking cessation [73]. We therefore hypothesized that people who received semi-personalized messages would use the app more and show more improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>65 female, 7 male, 1 Genderqueer/androgynous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>min 18, max 63, mean 37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression at Intake (Via PHQ-9)</td>
<td>Minimal or None (6), Mild (17), Moderate (21), Moderately Severe (16), Severe (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety at Intake (Via OASIS)</td>
<td>No anxiety disorder (12), Anxiety disorder (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosed Disorders</td>
<td>Depression (38), General Anxiety Disorder (35), Borderline Personality Disorder (29), PTSD (20), Bipolar Disorder (10); 17 disorders with &lt;10 people each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Demographic information and diagnosed disorders.
Every week, participants completed a short survey containing the OASIS, the PHQ-9, a 5-point Likert scale question about their satisfaction with Pocket Skills, and a text box for any feedback they had. The weekly survey did not include the DBT WOCC, as that scale is designed to be administered monthly. Due to feedback in weeks one and two requesting more content, additional Distress Tolerance, Emotion Regulation, and Mindfulness skills were added two weeks into the study.

At the end of the study, participants completed an exit survey that contained the OASIS, PHQ-9, DBT WOCC, the Mental Health Self-Efficacy Scale [18], and optional questions about their mental health history. The survey also contained questions about the usability and usefulness of Pocket Skills, including the System Usability Scale [69], which evaluates the usability of the system, and primarily open-ended questions about their experience with Pocket Skills. These questions asked about participants’ favorite and least favorite aspects of Pocket Skills overall; their favorite and least favorite modules; whether and how Pocket Skills supported their therapy; what they liked and would change about the daily text messages; whether and how the skills Pocket Skills had were useful; and how Pocket Skills compared to their past experiences with DBT and DBT apps.

Participants were compensated with a $50 American Express gift card for every survey they completed (not including the intake survey), for a maximum total of $200. Compensation did not depend on their use of Pocket Skills.

For the qualitative analysis, two authors participated in an open coding exercise of approximately 20% of the 1015 total participant responses to the 15 open-ended exit survey questions to identify emergent themes. The first author then coded the remaining data. Themes included learning, practicing, implementing, results, self-efficacy, engagement with conversational interface, and availability and context. We then applied grounded theory analysis for model development [72].

RESULTS
We present our quantitative results on Pocket Skills feasibility and usability. We then describe our qualitative results that provide insight on how Pocket Skills was able to support DBT.

Pocket Skills Feasibility and Usability
Participants generally reported finding Pocket Skills very usable. They reported a mean of 81.82, median of 85, and standard deviation of 16.01 out of 100 on the System Usability Scale (SUS). The suggested threshold for acceptable usability for the SUS is 68 [69]. Of the 73 participants, 21 were “satisfied” with Pocket Skills overall, and 37 were “extremely satisfied”. 71 participants say they plan to keep using Pocket Skills now that the study is over. Participants used Pocket Skills for almost half the study days, on average, with total time averaging more than 2 hours (Table 2).

Participants also reported decreased depression, anxiety, and dysfunctional coping, as well as increased DBT skills use, after the study (Figure 2). We used hierarchical linear modeling (HLM; e.g., [12]) with restricted maximum likelihood estimator (REML) to analyze the data. Compared to other analytical methods, HLM is more flexible as it treats time as a continuous factor, allowing for the variability of the actual time of assessment for each participant. HLM also compensates for incomplete data across time, increasing power. We built separate unconditional growth models for the PHQ-9 and OASIS. Parameters were systematically added to each model, and deviance statistics were analytically compared [76]. For both scales, the effects of time were estimated as linear and quadratic. The time variable was centered at the mid-point (the 2-week time point) to reduce collinearity between the linear and quadratic components. For both variables, the intercept and linear components were set to random. All analyses were conducted using SPSS.

We developed separate unconditional growth curve models for both the PHQ-9 and OASIS from baseline to exit. We fitted growth models with intercept, slope, and quadratic effects capturing variation at baseline, linear change over time, and subsequent flattening over time. For the PHQ-9, both the linear component (B= -0.79, p<0.001) and quadratic component (B= 0.45, p<0.001) were significant, indicating the group’s PHQ-9 scores decreased by 0.79 each week, but that rate of change slowed by 0.45. For the dependent variable of OASIS, a similar pattern emerged where the linear (B= -0.66, p<0.001) and quadratic (B= 0.13, p<0.05) components were significant. These results illustrate that participants significantly improved on both the OASIS and the PHQ-9 between the intake survey and week 1 of use, and continued improving (though at a slowing rate) throughout the study (see Figure 2). On the DBT Ways of Coping Checklist (which was evaluated only at the intake and exit surveys), participants also saw an average decrease in dysfunctional coping (B= -0.06, p<0.001) and blaming others (B= -0.04, p<0.05), as well as an increase in their use of DBT skills (B= 0.04, p<0.001), from baseline to post-study.

Once the unconditional growth models were built, we evaluated whether message type and app use affected the slopes on each dependent variable. The following group-level predictors were systematically evaluated: condition (i.e., semi-personalized or non-personalized messages), Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) diagnostic status, and total skills practiced. Each predictor was evaluated as a main effect (i.e., on the intercept) and as an interaction term with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pocket Skills Feature</th>
<th>All Participants</th>
<th>Semi-Personalized Messages</th>
<th>Non-Personalized Messages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Per Person</td>
<td>Average Per Person Per Day</td>
<td>Average Per Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days App Used</td>
<td>13.95</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time In App (h:m:s)</td>
<td>2:18:08</td>
<td>00:43:36</td>
<td>2:30:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Diary Cards Saved</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>7.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Skills Practiced</td>
<td>21.37</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>23.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Videos Watched</td>
<td>8.74</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>9.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Usage statistics for Pocket Skills features over the 28-day study. On average, participants logged in on almost half the study days.
Week 1
Week 3
Week 2
Exit

Average Score
15
12
0
5
0
4
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2

Rarely Used
Sometimes Used
DBT Skill Use

General Dysfunctional Coping
Blaming Others

Anxiety Disorder
No Anxiety Disorder

OASIS

Figure 2: Scale results throughout the study. On average, DBT skill use increased and general dysfunctional coping, blaming others, anxiety (OASIS), and depressive symptoms (PHQ-9) decreased.

each other and on the linear and quadratic components. For the sake of parsimony, ill-fitting parameters were removed [76]. For the PHQ-9, the main effect of BPD was significant (B = 4.82, p < 0.001), suggesting that at week 2, individuals diagnosed with BPD, on average, had PHQ-9 scores that were nearly five points higher than those without a BPD diagnosis. The main effect of condition and total number of practice sessions were not significant; however, the total skills practiced was significant at the slope (B = -0.15, p < 0.01), indicating that individuals who practiced more skills sessions had faster improvements on the PHQ-9. The three-way interaction of condition, total skills practiced, and time was significant for both the PHQ-9 (B = -0.22, p < 0.01) and the OASIS (B = -0.11, p < 0.05), indicating that individuals randomized to the semi-personalized messaging condition practiced more skills, which resulted in faster improvements.

To further distinguish the meaningfulness of Pocket Skills on a clinical population, we calculated reliable change (i.e., positive change better than statistical chance) and clinically significant change (i.e., reliable change above a clinically meaningful threshold) using criteria suggested by Jacobson and Truax [34]. The reliable change index (RCI) was calculated for each individual and outcome using the following formula: 

$$RC = \frac{score \ at \ baseline - \ post-intervention \ score}{SDiff}$$

where SDiff is the standard error of difference based on baseline standard deviation and Cronbach’s α. Clinically significant change (CSC) was operationalized as reaching a level of functioning, reflected in outcome scores, that was closer to the mean score of the non-clinical population than that of the clinical population. Participants showing both reliable change (RC > 1.96) and clinically significant improvement were classified as “recovered”; those showing reliable change only were classified as “improved”; and those showing neither were classified as “unchanged/deteriorated”. RC indices, CSC cut-offs, sources of reliability, and norming data were as follows: PHQ-9 (RC = ± 6.61, CSC ≥ 2.31 [40]); OASIS (RC = ± 3.26, CSC ≤ 13.44 [57]); DBT Skills Use (RC = ± 0.47, CSC ≤ 2.62 [56]).

Overall, 41.7% of participants were considered “recovered” on the OASIS, while 8.3% of participants improved. For the PHQ-9, 22.2% were recovered, while 4.2% of participants improved. Finally, 6.9% of participants were recovered on DBT skills use, while 12.5% improved. More individuals randomized to the semi-personalized message condition were recovered than those in the non-personalized condition for OASIS (45.9% vs 37.1%) and PHQ-9 (27.0% vs 17.1%), but more people in the non-personalized messaging condition were recovered on DBT skills use (8.6% vs 5.4%).

The mental health self-efficacy score was highly negatively correlated with general dysfunctional coping (a subscale of the Ways of Coping Checklist), as rated in the final survey: higher mental health self-efficacy was associated with lower general dysfunction at the end of the study (r = -0.658, p < 0.001).

How Pocket Skills Supported DBT
From the analysis of the qualitative data, we developed a model of how participants felt Pocket Skills supported DBT. The model explains how the use of Pocket Skills led to an increase in participant engagement with DBT, which in turn enabled learning DBT principles and skills. This learning helped people implement the DBT skills in their daily lives, understand how implementing those skills led to positive results, and increase their self-efficacy. We discuss these themes and provide representative examples. We include counts of participants that expressed specific perspectives; however, as the majority of the questions were open-ended, participants were not explicitly asked about these perspectives. We therefore note that more participants than indicated in our counts may have agreed with a given perspective.

Pocket Skills Increases Engagement with DBT
Prior research has emphasized the need for mental health technology to be engaging, so people will use the technology and benefit from the intervention [5, 22, 23, 49, 50]. Engagement is particularly important for DBT, as development and adoption of DBT skills is critical to effective treatment [55]. We discovered that Pocket Skills engaged participants not only with the app itself (see Table 2), but also with DBT more generally, due to a number of reasons. One major aspect participants found helpful was the conversational interface. Thirty-one participants reported enjoying the interactive interface and finding it engaging, especially compared to traditional methods of learning and practicing DBT skills, such as using worksheets [42]. For example, P1 explained that “having the interactive app was vastly superior to just having a book”. Participants described particularly liking the conversational interface, which helped them more actively engage with the material. P62 thought that “having the interactive app was vastly superior to just having a book”. Participants described particularly liking the conversational interface, which helped them more actively engage with the material. P62 explained that what she liked
most about Pocked Skills was that “the Q&A / conversational tone [helped] me think about how to help myself”. By guiding participants through their DBT skills, the app helped people engage with the skills they were practicing.

One of the reasons participants reported enjoying Pocket Skills was the simulated therapy with Dr. Marsha Linehan, a well-respected figure in the DBT community. Because Pocket Skills was based on Dr. Linehan’s material, participants found it trustworthy. Twenty-nine participants discussed appreciating the fact that the app used “Marsha” to teach them the material and walk them through the skills. P37 commented that she “knew [Pocket Skills] was a legit product, not someone jumping on the mindfulness wagon, because of Dr. Linehan”. One of the top barriers to using apps for people with depression is perceived intervention efficacy: people who do not believe that the intervention is correct are not likely to engage with an app [71]. Fostering this trust in the material is therefore important.

Perhaps due to their familiarity with Dr. Linehan, participants described personifying eMarsha, which helped them feel supported by the app despite the lack of human involvement. Some participants described eMarsha as though they were actually interacting with a human coach. For example, P4 explained why she found Pocket Skills helpful: “[With Pocket Skills] I could have someone help me through what i was supposed to be doing instead of me just winging it by myself and getting lost in my head”. P22 similarly felt supported by the presence of eMarsha, stating that “Marsha’s presence gave me the support that I needed to step back ... and look at my own feelings and how my actions and behavior were contributing to those feelings”. P11 particularly liked the daily text messages because “It really helped to know someone was there”. This sense of bonding with a conversational agent was also reported for Woebot, an agent designed to support CBT [25]. However, eMarsha is entirely scripted, whereas Woebot includes natural language processing so “he” can respond to free text. Despite our more rudimentary approach to a conversational agent, participants still personified eMarsha, which helped them stay engaged with Pocket Skills.

Although many participants liked eMarsha, 8 mentioned being unable to bond with the agent, which kept them from being engaged. These participants felt the agent was too generic and impersonal. For example, what P40 disliked most about Pocket Skills was that “the Marsha canned responses felt stupid”. For some, the lack of human involvement was viewed as an asset; P5 explained: “I am introvert so I love it. I don’t have to sit in a room of people so I can learn DBT. My first round of class was so uncomfortable because of that that I quit”. However, the fact that some people thought eMarsha felt so “virtual” (P30) can negatively impact engagement. By incorporating machine learning and natural language processing into Pocket Skills, we could make eMarsha more personalized and responsive, and therefore more engaging.

Another reason that people reported feeling engaged with Pocket Skills was the fact that it “complimented” (P41) their in-person therapy. Thirty-nine participants felt that Pocket Skills worked best as a supplement to traditional DBT, rather than as a replacement. P63 explained that she found Pocket Skills “a really excellent supplement. I wished that others in my program had the chance to use it, also. I think it is a really helpful review/refresher”. The fact that Pocket Skills had a “consistent message” (P8) with their in-person therapy may have also helped with engagement.

Participants also felt that Pocket Skills helped them stay engaged with DBT by consistently reminding them about Pocket Skills, and therefore DBT in general. Fifty-nine participants described that Pocket Skills helped remind them of and reinforce their DBT skills. One of the ways Pocket Skills helped people keep DBT on their mind was through the text messages. P4 explained: “I lose time and will forget to practice so the daily reminders were very helpful”. What P40 liked most about Pocket Skills was “just getting a text message each day”. Perhaps contributing to the fact that the semi-personalized messages did not make as much difference to usage as we expected, some participants explained that the content of the messages was moot. P63 said, “the texts were helpful as reminders. I did not pay close attention to their actual content too much”. Since people often tire of too-frequent messages [48], we thought participants might dislike the fact that we messaged them daily. However, when asked how frequently they would like to receive messages, 21 participants wanted more frequent texts, and 28 liked getting them every day. No one reported wanting to receive texts less frequently than once a week. Participants reported appreciating the reminders because it helped them stay engaged with Pocket Skills and their DBT.

In addition to reminding people to think about DBT through the text messages, participants reported that just having Pocket Skills helped remind them of and reinforce the principles and skills that DBT teaches. P32 explained: “The app was a concrete reminder that I have a wealth of skills - which I already know quite well - to help me get through everything that has been going on, without crashing. It gave me a quick refresher on the details of skills I hadn’t thought much about for awhile”. Similarly, P31 said: “the app really sharpens my focus, reminds me of all the skills there are to draw on, and reminds me to practice!”. P18 felt that Pocket Skills helped her engage with DBT even when she did not use the app: “Sometimes just having the app in my phone even without opening it was a good reminder to practice my skills a couple of times at work this week”. Simply having Pocket Skills on their phone helped participants stay more engaged with DBT.

**Engagement with Pocket Skills Enables DBT Learning**
Engagement with Pocket Skills, and DBT in general, seemed to help participants learn the principles and skills associated with DBT. Sixty-six participants felt that Pocket Skills helped them learn useful skills. One of the main reasons people reported being able to learn with Pocket Skills was its clear explanations of the module and skills, which 35 participants mentioned appreciating. P51 explained, “I like it the best of the other apps I have tried, because it actually teaches the skills rather than just reminding you of them or tracking things”. By including explanations, Pocket Skills ensured that the content was accessible to everyone, even people who had not learned, struggled with, or forgotten the DBT material.
Some participants also felt Pocket Skills helped them learn by including “actual realistic scenarios and situations” (P54). Ten participants mentioned that the examples that Pocket Skills included facilitated learning the material. P24 explained how the examples helped her learn the material: “The Mindfulness skills and explanation of it and examples in each section really helped to clarify the concept of mindfulness itself, which I struggle with”. Through the concrete examples, participants felt they could better understand the material.

Although Pocket Skills helped many participants learn, 15 felt their learning was hindered due to their inability to ask any questions. For example, P7 felt she needed someone to help her through the material: “I needed more guidance on what units to practice, on how to work my way through the app. So, it needs an online coach (a live person, not just the eMartha avatar), or it needs to be used under the direction of a real-world therapist”. P36 summarized that one of the biggest weaknesses of Pocket Skills is that it “doesn’t allow you to discuss anything with a real human. Prior work has investigated allowing people to message their therapists about technology designed to support mental health, or even through it (e.g., [5, 22])”. Pocket Skills may benefit from such a feature.

In addition to gaining knowledge about DBT, 18 participants felt Pocket Skills helped them gain insight about themselves. For example, P19 felt that Pocket Skills helped her learn which skills were helpful to her personally: “In high emotional state it is good to know these are effective for me”. Pocket Skills also helped people learn about their emotions, which is a major goal of the Emotion Regulation Module. P54 said, “[Pocket Skills] helped me be able to recognize my emotions better”. This self-knowledge often helped people cope more effectively; P25 explained: “knowing exactly what I’m feeling helps me be able to intercede appropriately”. The fact that Pocket Skills helped people learn more about themselves enabled them to better relate to the DBT material.

Although the self-knowledge that people obtained through Pocket Skills was generally positive and constructive, some participants learned aspects about themselves that were upsetting. For example, P15 mentioned that his least favorite module was the Addiction Skills. When asked why, he explained: “Mostly because I learned that I engage in addictive behavior”. Such a realization is difficult, but it may ultimately be positive if it helps the participant overcome the addiction. However, other participants learned information that was less constructive. For example, P30 said, “community reinforcement [an Addiction skill] reminded me that i am alone and have no support”. Given these comments, future iterations of Pocket Skills may need to take the possibility of negative self-knowledge into account and either suggest resources for anyone struggling with the information they learn about themselves or encourage them to contact their therapist.

In addition to perceived learning of DBT material, participants felt Pocket Skills gave them the means to practice their DBT skills. Sixty participants felt they practiced their skills more with Pocket Skills than they would have practiced without it. For example, P17 said, “I’ve been in therapy for years, but I’m not great about practicing my therapeutic homework. Pocket Skills helped me practice my skills in between therapy appointments”. Similarly, P26 found Pocket Skills motivated her to recommit to her DBT skills: “Pocket Skills got me motivated to brush up on the various skills in each [module] and to stay in practice with them”. Practicing DBT skills is an essential step to fully understanding them (and to implementing them, as we discuss in the next section) [55]. The fact that participants felt Pocket Skills encouraged them to practice is therefore a key piece to helping them learn the material.

### Learning Enables Implementation

Participants reported that Pocket Skills helped them not only learn and practice their skills, but also implement those skills. As we discussed above, we found significant increases in skill use between the intake and exit surveys. Fifty-four participants talked about Pocket Skills helping them actually apply DBT skills in their daily lives. For example, P53 explained: “I don’t just learn the skills but pocket skills helps remind me what the skills is and how to use it step by step to apply it on a daily basis so it becomes apart of me”. Even participants who had already started implementing their DBT skills felt that Pocket Skills helped them: “[Pocket Skills helped me] increase my depth and consistency of applying skills on a daily basis from prior to using the app” (P31). With help from Pocket Skills, participants were able to better bridge the gap between simply practicing their DBT skills and actually applying those skills.

One reason participants felt Pocket Skills helped them implement DBT skills was the fact that it contained a variety of skills from which they could choose. Seventeen participants said the clear options Pocket Skills provided helped them make good choices about what skills to implement when. For example, one of the aspects P14 liked most about Pocket Skills was “learning different ideas to self soothe”. The ability to see and access such a wide range of options was particularly helpful when people were experiencing emotional distress. P5 mentioned: “[the ‘Skill Practice’ section was] a place I could go to find a skill that might help me when I was feeling badly or having an emotional issue and I couldn’t think about what skill was the best. I could be reminded by seeing its name”. By providing options of coping mechanisms when participants were struggling, Pocket Skills helped them learn how to apply the skills when they most needed them.

The availability of Pocket Skills was also key in enabling participants to implement DBT skills. Because Pocket Skills was available whenever participants had access to their phone and the Internet, participants could practice on the go, which helped keep the skills more prominently in their mind. Forty-one participants mentioned the importance of the availability of the app. P58 explained that its availability was the link between learning DBT skills and implementing them:

> Having something to explain [the skills] and refer back to in the moment anytime I want or need was an invaluable resource ... The app allows you to practice in the moment, every day, any skill and have quick access right at your fingertips, since you always have a phone (but don’t always have a worksheet say). So it decreases the barriers and burden of practicing which is great.
Participants also felt that the ability to use their DBT skills in context was important; what P28 liked most about Pocket Skills was “The security of having the app readily available to help [her] if a crisis arose”. Similarly, 23 participants mentioned the importance of being able to access their skills in context, when they most need them. P46 explained: “It’s useful with the app to be able to scroll through and pick out quickly what skill I need to practice. Without it, it can be hard (especially in distress) to remember what my options are”. By allowing people to access their skills in the right context (e.g., when they were in distress), Pocket Skills helped them learn how to implement those skills in their daily lives.

**Implementation Enables Results and Self-Efficacy**

Participants felt implementing DBT skills in context helped them see the results of using those skills. On top of the significant results we found via the scales, 32 participants explained that they saw concrete results in their lives. For example, P2 felt Pocket Skills helped improve her relationships: “I think there were a number of times that I would not have been as successful in interactions with my friends and family [had I not had Pocket Skills these past 4 weeks]. Just thinking about DBT on a daily basis helped keep my skills in the forefront!”. P27 saw a difference in her distress when she used Pocket Skills to apply her DBT skills: “When I actively used Distress Tolerance skills I was able to reduce my SUDS [(Subjective Units of Distress Scale)] score”. Pocket Skills also helped some participants change their behaviors. For example, P47 said if she had not had Pocket Skills, she “Likely would have used SIB [(Self-injurious behavior)] More frequently”. Thus, not only did the scales show reduced depressive and anxiety symptoms, but the qualitative results also illustrated that participants felt Pocket Skills helped them see significant improvement in their lives.

Participants also described feeling an increased ability to change after using Pocket Skills. Prior research suggests self-efficacy is important for positive symptom outcomes to using a mental health app for depression [18, 24], and as discussed above, our own results similarly showed a significant negative correlation between self-efficacy and general dysfunctional coping. Sixteen participants mentioned using Pocket Skills increased their self-efficacy. P1 explained Pocket Skills helped her realize she was capable of using DBT skills: “They helped me break down something that seemed overwhelming into manageable bits I could do on my own” Similarly, P46 said:

> [Pocket Skills gave me] increased independence. I used it during moments of distress when I might otherwise have called someone for help. Phoning friends/family/doctors often leaves me feeling embarrassed after I’ve calmed down. It is rewarding to feel like I can make it through intense moments with a little more independence, and Pocket Skills was helpful with that.

Increasing self-efficacy can in turn enable future skill implementation. P22 explained, “I think that I would feel less confident in my ability to use DBT skills now if it weren’t for Pocket Skills”. Because she has more confidence in her ability to implement DBT skills, P22 felt more likely to continue to do so in the future. Over time, we hope Pocket Skills can reinforce the cycle of implementing skills, seeing concrete positive results, and increasing self-efficacy to change.

**LIMITATIONS**

Our recruitment method introduced some limitations. As we used a DBT listserve, all participants were at least somewhat familiar with DBT, and all participants but one were either currently enrolled in DBT or had been in the past. We therefore cannot say whether people with no DBT experience would have found Pocket Skills as beneficial as our participants.

Another limitation was the fact that all participants were currently enrolled in psychotherapy, due to legal and ethical considerations. Although our team included a clinical psychologist, we wanted participants to have a therapist to whom they could reach out in a psychological crisis. As we did not have the resources to offer that support, participants needed to have a personal therapist. However, the fact that all participants were enrolled in psychotherapy meant that we do not know whether Pocket Skills could support someone who is not in therapy. In addition, while we observed significant improvements on all clinical measures of interest and participants described positive results after using Pocket Skills, we did not have a control group that did not receive the intervention, nor did we have groups with subsets of the interaction features. We therefore cannot comment on the clinical efficacy of Pocket Skills versus normal therapy, nor the effectiveness of specific interaction features, given the lack of distinct comparison groups. Such an evaluation of clinical efficacy is an opportunity for future research, informed by the feasibility results we currently present, which is consistent with best practices in health-related research in HCI [36].

Finally, a limitation to our methods is the fact that we did not measure self-efficacy in the intake survey. We therefore cannot quantify change in self-efficacy over the course of the study. Prior work has described improved self-efficacy after using systems for mental health (e.g., [14]), and some participants reported increased self-efficacy in the open-ended questions. We plan to study self-efficacy more thoroughly in the future.

**DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK**

We discuss design implications for technologies supporting mental health. We also discuss how Pocket Skills could better support people and their therapists in the future.

**Model Implications: Need for Availability & Engagement**

Our model of how Pocket Skills supported DBT reveals the importance of allowing people to access skills in context, to help bridge the gap between practicing DBT skills and implementing those skills in their daily lives. The importance of availability suggests technologies designed to support mental health should have mobile components, especially if the mental health intervention includes skill implementation.

Our model also supports the importance of engagement for mental health technology, as prior work has also found (e.g., [5, 22, 23, 49, 50]). One of the prominent ways participants found Pocket Skills engaging was the strong, trusted conversational agent. Participants appreciated the appearance
We were surprised to see so little difference between ways to share such data with therapists, Pocket Skills could design assumes that a single person pursuing DBT is using Pocket Skills could also support collaborative use. The current progress and make decisions regarding future treatment. 

We expected semi-personalized messages to increase engagement. Participants described paying little attention to the content of the messages, simply treating them as a reminder. In this context, message content may therefore be immaterial. However, the fact that participants in the semi-personalized messages condition practiced more skills and had faster rates of change in the OASIS and PHQ-9 suggests personalization may be more significant over a longer time period. Future work will investigate whether more personalized content could better support engagement with the app, and will assess the effects of different messaging types on longer-term engagement.

Visualizing History and Improvement

Participants discussed appreciating the ability to see the difference Pocket Skills made in their behaviors and emotional regulation. However, although Pocket Skills collects data on skills practice sessions and diary cards, it does not currently fully support people who want to reflect on and learn from that data. People can access past diary cards, which some participants mentioned finding useful; what P8 liked most about Pocket Skills was “Watching the change in [her] diary cards”. However, Pocket Skills does not currently let people see their conversational history with eMarsha or any data aggregations or visualizations over time. Prior work has discussed the importance of visualizations of self-assessment data in a system designed for people with bipolar disorder [5]. By including ways for people to visualize their behaviors and emotions over time, they could better understand the results of using Pocket Skills. In addition, allowing people to access histories of their conversations with eMarsha could allow them to view the evolution their skill use and remember which skills have been helpful for them in the past.

Considering Therapist Needs

Pocket Skills was designed by an interdisciplinary team that included a clinical psychologist. However, Pocket Skills focuses on supporting individuals enrolled in therapy, and does not currently support therapist needs. Health provider needs are often overlooked in tools for mental health, but providers generally have a strong interest in having such tools [70]. A number of features could help Pocket Skills better support therapists. For example, four participants mentioned wishing they could print or email their diary cards or skill practice history so they could show them to their therapists. By designing ways to share such data with therapists, Pocket Skills could help people and their therapists collaboratively review their progress and make decisions regarding future treatment.

Pocket Skills could also support collaborative use. The current design assumes that a single person pursuing DBT is using the app, but three participants mentioned using Pocket Skills with their therapists. Furthermore, a therapist to one of the participants reached out to us via email praising Pocket Skills, mentioning that it was “[v]ery helpful in stimulating great discussions today about mindfulness” in her group DBT session. By including designs for use alone, with a therapist, and in a group setting, Pocket Skills could better support the myriad ways people would like to use it. In the future, we hope to investigate exactly how people and therapists would like to use Pocket Skills, both individually and collaboratively.

Supporting People Without Access to Therapy

Due to ethical considerations, our study only included people currently enrolled in psychotherapy. However, many people who would benefit from psychotherapy cannot access it [39, 79], due to factors such as cost [75] and stigma [46, 83]. Ultimately, we want Pocket Skills to not only support people who are in therapy, but also to provide help to those who cannot access it. As Pocket Skills provides holistic support for DBT, including educational materials explaining its principles and skills, it may include sufficient information to help people who are unfamiliar with DBT. However, participants felt Pocket Skills still might be confusing or uninteresting to someone with no DBT background. P73 explained that “it is important to have a base knowledge of the stuff so an individual knows how to appropriately engage”. Pocket Skills currently assumes people understand enough about DBT to know they want to pursue it. To support people with no DBT experience, we may need to include information about why DBT was developed and who and how it helps. As people who do not know what DBT is will not be familiar with Dr. Linehan, we would also need to provide enough information about her to help them develop the same level of trust in eMarsha that participants reported feeling.

CONCLUSION

We created Pocket Skills, a mobile web app designed to support Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT). Pocket Skills guides people through DBT education and skills practice via eMarsha, a conversational agent modeled on Marsha Linehan, the developer of DBT. We conducted a 4-week field study of 73 participants to test the feasibility of using Pocket Skills to support DBT. After the study, all participants showed significant improvement in depression, anxiety, and DBT skills use. In addition, we contribute a model of how Pocket Skills supported DBT based on our qualitative analysis of open-ended questions in the exit survey. Participants reported that Pocket Skills helped them engage both in the app and in DBT in general. This engagement helped them learn the principles and practice the skills in context, helping them implement those skills in their everyday lives. Participants were therefore able to see the concrete results of implementing their DBT skills and improve their self-efficacy. We discussed the necessity of technology being available and engaging to support mental health treatment, as well as the importance of visualizing history and improvement, considering therapist needs, and supporting people without access to in-person therapy. This work therefore motivates future study, design, and development of tools to support mental health.
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